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Compact Disc Diqital Audio represents a revolutíon in

consumer electronics equipment. Now the uníque advantages

of digital data processing wílL be available to a broad

spectrum of audio enthusiasts.

Superior sound quality is one of the most important benefits

of the Compact Disc. Consider some of íts important speci-

fications:

o Siqnal-to-noise ratio is more than 90 dB.

o Dynamic range is greater than 90 dB.

. Flat frequency response is 20'201000 tlz.

. Stereo channel separation is greater than 90 dB.

o Harmonic distortion ís less than 0.05E.

o No rumble.

o No wow or flutter.

o No intermodulation.

tíon Against Normal Audio Disturbances

The Compact Disc, which has a diameter of 4,7 lnches (L2 cm) r

consists of metalízed plastic encapsulated in a transparent
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protective coating. The disc is immune to external ín-
fluences such as dust, scratches, or improper handling.

This precludes the need for special care in use or storage

of the discs.

The Compact Disc has enormous storage capacity and the

digit,al reproduction circuitry has a built-in error detection

and correction system. This automatícally adapts to deviations

and prevents wow and flutìer or drop-outs associated with con-

ventional recordings.

60 Minutes Uninterrupted Playing Time

One side of a Compact Disc contains enough stereo sound infor-

mation for a full hour of uninterrupted playinø time, and the

system is designed to accommodate 4-channel recordings at

reduced playing time. Compact Discs rotate counterclockwise

and are played from the center outwards. Disc rotation speed

is variable and is controlled by the information bits encoded

on the disc itself. Theoretically' the Compact Disc may be

recorded on both sides.

Diqital-Sound Pulse Taker

In digital recording, the oríginal sound wave-form is sampled

thousands of times per second and each of the samples is
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assigned a numeric value. The 44.33kH2 sampling frequency

is derived from a 4.433Mh2 crystal, assuring maximum

accuracy.

These samples are then quantized and converted into binary

16-bit "word,s" through a technique caIled pulse Code Modula-

tion (PCM) . The bit,s or smallest possible segrments

permit extremely precise description of each sound sample.

The hour-Iong CD recording is made up of six billion bits,

linearly encoded along the helical track of pits (which are

about 0.6 micron in width and about 0.2 rnicron deep) and flats.

These repreSent "Ones" and "zeros" in bínary COmputer langUage,

and the extraordinarily high density of information assures

an exact reproduction of the original sound.

The solid state laser pick-up scans this sequence of pits and

flats from below in the form of a concentrated light spot

several times thinner than a human hair. Scanning rate is

approximately 4.3 million bits per second. Response is at

the speed of light. With no contact betr^¡een laser pick-up

and disc, record wear is el-iminated.
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Totally New Handling Character.i.stics

Storage capacity of the Compact Disc - over I billion biÈs per

side - is far greater than necessary to contain the sound

information for 60 minutes of playing time. This provides

infinite possibilities for hifi desÍgners, in devising new

concept,s in handling ease and versatility for CD players.

There are already plans to make it possible to indicate number,

length, sequence, title and even the texts of songs recorded

on the disc via luminescent display or TV moniÈor.

Owners of Compact Disc players wilt be able to make use of
sophisticated prograilming circuitry, enabling them to determine

which songs they desire to hear in any sequence. Handling of
CD players will be easier - and at the same tíme more versatile
than current cassette players.

CD is Compatible

The compact Disc system developed by philips and sony utilizes
the same 16-bit PcM code now in use for professional digital
audio purposes. Therefore, CD recordings can be made with
existing PCM equipment. It is also possible to adapt existing
analog recordings through PCM processors to the CD standard.
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This is an important consideration in víew of the enormous

number of recordings - many of historic value already avail-

able in conventional phonograph record versions. CD players

will connect direct,ly to any conventional hifi system. The

necessary analog output interface electronícs are an integral

part of the player. The development of çemiconductor chip-

integrated circuits by Philips and Sony were prerequisite to

economic mass production of CD players.

Superior Specifications

The specifications for the Compact Disc system surpass those

of conventional record players by far - a direct result of

digital technology superioriÈy.

No Wow and Flutter

To maintain a constant linear velocity as a low-power, solid-state

laser pick-up scans the digital track, the rotation speed of the

disc continuously varies (from 500 rpm at the inside to 200 rpm

at the outside end). Tracking, decoding and rotation speeds are

precisely synchonized with a central clock generator, which itself

is governed by information encoded in the track on the disc. As

a result, wow and flutter are no longer measurable.
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True Dynamic Range

Vüith optical scanning via solid-state laser there are

absolutely no mechanic or electromagnetic limitations
on either frequency response or dynamic range. It is
therefore possible to reproduce the full dynamic range

of 90 dB experienced.

hlidest Channel Separation

The cD laser pick-up reads both stereo channer signals
arternately instead of simultaneously as in conventionar

record prayers. Together with the error correcti-on cir-
cuits mentioned above, cross talk is no longer possible

in the cD system. channel separation specifications exceed

90 dB compared to a maximum of 35 dB for very good con-

ventional record player cartridges.

Neqliqible Noise

In digital audio, signal-to-noise ratio depends on the

number of bits per "word". In the CD system each bit con-

tributes about 6dB to the accuracy of signal reproduction.

Thus, a remarkable s/n ratio of over 90dB is attained.

Any noise heard while listening to a CD record either

stems from the original recording or from some other com-

ponent in the hifi system.



Compact Disc DiqítaL Audío S sten (cD)

Çeneral Specífica tions:

High Frequency
DÍstortion Rate

Vtow Flutter

PJ-aying Time

Disc Diameter

Less than o.o5 *

o*

6o Min.

4.7 ín.

LP Record

3o to 2o oqo HZ

More than 6o d,B

max. 55 dB (I KHz)

25 35 dB

o.2 I

o. 03 t (W. RMS )

3o Min.

L2 in.

CD

Frequency Response 2o to 2o eoo Hz

S/N Ratio More than 9o dB

Dynamic Range More than 9o dB

Channel Separatíon More than 9o dB


